Subject: [JET] Editor Decision

We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Journal of Electrical Technology UMY, "Design of Wind Power Generator for Tambak Houses".

Our decision is: Minor Revision

Please revise the manuscript based on the reviewer’s suggestions in the comment section below. If it’s possible, please send the revised version back to us no later than 2 weeks (5 June 2023).

Thank you for your attention and cooperation.
Best regards,

Dr. Ramadoni Syahputra
Editor-in-Chief of Journal of Electrical Technology UMY
(SCOPUS ID: 55331465900) Department of Electrical Engineering, Universitas Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta
ramadoni@umy.ac.id

Reviewer A:

Abstract: This abstract explains more theoretical. Please rewrite the abstract in the brief explanation of existing problem, thus the design of wind power is needed for tambak house. The brief explanation of objective, method and result are important to be discussed. Please explain briefly the results in the quantitative terms.

Please erase the parts of study of literature and report writing in the section of Research method.

Don’t give the units in bracket, please write the units in normal writing.
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